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ZEITGUISED, geist.zyx (screenshot) 2016.

Link: https://zeitguised.com/geist-xyz

Description:

geist.xyz is an experimental film based on procedural and rendering technologies to
manifest ‘0% organic’ textiles and textures moving across a gravity-bending virtual
environment. ZEITGUISED is active in the field of digital art as well as being a
commercial design studio, ‘and often create experiments such as geist.xyz to
demonstrate their creative expertise, which is typical of contemporary digital design
practice, in which experiments go to promote and draw in client work as well and
show their particular aesthetic as studio’ (Kane 2021).

The work was acquired by the Victoria & Albert Museum in 2022 as a multipart
acquisition comprising a set of presentation and process-related materials. Whilst
these materials are independent from each other, the main preservation challenges
concern the proprietary systems associated with the 3D data, the microsite, and
more broadly the relationship between making and presentation technologies.
Significantly, the case study suggests how institutions are pushed to change
established approaches, such as in relation to ways of understanding, archiving and
managing the different elements of a multipart acquisition. It also points to the role of
the process-related material within future approaches to preservation within a
context of uncertainty around the object’s long-term accessibility.

https://zeitguised.com/geist-xyz


Questions:

• How can we preserve an ecosystem or an assemblage of multiple elements?

• How can we overcome the limitations of proprietary software?

• How can we deal with preservation uncertainty? What is an acceptable level
of uncertainty?

• What are the implications for collection care and preservation of the blurring of
boundaries between main object, process materials and documentation?

This workshop is hosted in a separate Zoom outside of the Transformation Digital Art 2022
platform. If you purchased a Passe Partout ticket or a single Workshop Day 1 ticket you will
have received the link to join the workshop by email. Did you purchase a ticket but didn’t
receive an email? Please get in touch at tda22@li-ma.nl
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